
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Timeslot Management 
Prevent traffic jams and easily manage the 

workflow around your docks. 
 

 

As a logistics service provider, your company thrives on a large number of logistical movements: goods that 

enter and leave your warehouse. It can, therefore, be very crowded in your yard. But how do you prevent 

the well-known peak hours? Does it feel like an impossible job to plan the necessary resources? Is the 

workload overwhelming at for example 9 am but do colleagues sit back and twiddling their thumbs around 

2 pm? Or do carriers and customers complain about the long waiting times on your docks? 

 

Decrease the workload for your warehouse employees, unburden your office staff and give your customers and carriers 

the opportunity to reserve a suitable time slot themselves, tailored to the capacity of your warehouse. Accelerate and 

simplify the process from A to Z with Elevate-IT’s Timeslot Management. A tool that makes queues of waiting trucks 

vanish like frost under the morning sun and makes you become the favorite of your customers and suppliers.  

 



 

Always insight into the capacity of your docks 

Register and maintain your docks in the WMS 

system and give yourself the opportunity to 

realize a better occupancy rate. This does not end 

with the option of reserving a time slot per dock. 

Because our software also offers the possibility to 

register the capacity per time slot. For example in 

hours and/or the number of pallets. In addition, it 

becomes very easy to set up the maximum 

available capacity per day per customer and/or 

carrier. The result: everyone knows - from your 

employees to your customers and carriers - where 

they stand and you are in full control. 

 

Say goodbye to traffic jams at your docks 

Align your resources to the expected workload 

and increase the speed on your docks with an 

automated process. By agreeing on time zones 

with transporters when they are welcome to arrive, 

you divide the workload into your warehouse. You 

know which cargo arrives at what time and you 

can also accompany them to the most ideal dock 

with Yard Management. Before you know it, the 

truck is unloaded and the driver is on his way 

again. 

 

Fully automated and supreme efficient 

Let your employees work on tasks that really 

matter and automate drivers' arrival process. 

Because except for the driver himself, no 

employee is involved. Thanks to our Timeslot 

Management solution, carriers reserve a time slot 

in advance and know exactly the timeframe they 

can load and/or unload. Upon registration, the 

carrier receives a unique code. Once the driver 

checks-in at the gate the system whether this is 

correct and if the driver is on time. Is both the 

case? Then the system sends an EDI message to 

the automatic gate, which opens afterwards. The 

drivers’ application then shows at which loading 

dock he is expected. No queues, no confusion and 

no mistakes. Exactly as you want it. 

Maintain a high level of attention to your 

customers’ needs  

In your warehouse, everything revolves around 

efficiency. The same applies to your colleagues in 

transportation. In their situation, time literally 

equals money. Unnecessary waiting in traffic jams 

or at your warehouse is something they’d rather 

avoid. Make your customers and carriers happy 

and give them the opportunity to request online 

timeslot bookings. This way they know exactly 

when they are expected and that they are helped 

right away. In this way, their trucks are unloaded 

in no time and on their way to their next address. 

 

Give drivers access via our HTML platform 

Create an efficient process and give drivers the 

possibility to arrange everything themselves via 

the HTML5 platform. They can already fill in the 

required information upfront, receive an entry 

ticket and as soon as the driver arrives the gate 

opens automatically. In this way, you avoid chaos 

on your yard, reduce waiting times at the gate and 

guarantee a smooth process at your warehouse. 

 

The benefits at a glance 

• Automate the access to your warehouse 

• Prevent queues at your entrance gate 

• Create efficiency for you and your 

partners  

• Always know what arrives, when and 

where 

• Divide the work load for your employees 

• Stimulate optimal passage of trucks 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Who are we? Elevate-IT 

We are people with a passion for IT! Elevate-IT was founded by driven consultants with years of 

experience. As specialists, we know the tricks of the industry and above all, we enjoy what we do! Our 

team consists of enthusiastic consultants with a healthy dose of ambition. Elevate-IT means 

innovation, growth, and the future! 

Veldkant 35c  

2550 Kontich  

+32 (0)3 612 20 10 

www.elevate-it.be 

info@elevate-it.be 


